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Best-Selling Author
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Bio

Achieve Mind Blowing Peak Performance in 60 minutes asUnstoppable
Tracy Schmitt disarms limiting beliefs with no hands, no legs and no excuses.
Through shared strategies, stories, and perspectives, Tracy inspires all types
of audiences to conquer your impossible - whatever it is.
Tracy Schmitt is a leader in business and sport, humanitarian, advocate,
decorated athlete, international speaker, and best selling author. She is a
powerhouse from an inspirational and motivational standpoint after over 60
million views 2019, this woman is also a powerhouse in business. TV Show
host Unstoppable Tracy is a #1 international mega-success and TEDX speaker
who has spoken in 40+ countries. She has shared the stage and events with Dr.
Phil, Jane Fonda, Mark Wahlberg, Michael Douglas, John Travolta and dozens
more A-listers! Her mind-blowing story always gets standing ovations pushing
audiences out of their comfort zones to taking achievable action. [morelink]

Topics

VIRTUAL:
Unstoppable Tracy Schmitt's approach:
Motivated, dynamic webinar facilitator and coach with strong leadership development &
training background
Uses an empathetic & results-focused coaching style
Enthusiastic & energetic facilitation skills & a highly customer-focused approach with
proven award-winning program results
Consistently delivers quality experiential learning opportunities licensed by leading training
companies.
Tracy Schmitt's most requested VIRTUAL presentations:

Keeping Others Motivated in your Leadership Role:
The Hallmarks of Supervisory Success Explore in detail three critical Hallmarks--personal
credibility, workgroup commitment, and management support.

Team Agility Remote or Not:
Developing Team Agility; Focus on strategies team leaders can use and actions they can take to
build high levels of team agility: quickness, flexibility, and adaptability.

Activating Change Capable Behaviour:
Frontline Best practices that help them handle the stress that can come with change, build skills
that promote their personal success, and promote the long-term success of their organization.
The Manager Version workshop calls out and underlines the most critical practices for leading
change today. Managers can apply three practices that will help activate change capability.

Developing Others:
Expand employees’ capabilities so they will have the confidence to work independently and
tackle new challenges.

Principles and Qualities of Genuine Leadership:
Learn and practice six shared basic principles and five critical qualities that create a genuine
leader. The principles and qualities promote and encourage collaboration and personal initiative.

KEYNOTES (Live or Virtual)
Unstoppable You: Exceed Uncertainty [morelink]
Propelling Forward [morelink]
Tracy Schmitt is represented by K&M Productions. For more information, speaking fees, date
availabilities and booking Unstoppable Tracy Schmitt contact us.

